
 
Prepping for Reg BI Notifications 

  
  
Per yesterday’s Reg BI Update, you should be proactively reviewing your open client accounts to identify any that should 
be closed because the clients have moved or the account was never funded.  This will reduce the likelihood of 
unnecessary mailings from Securities America with regards to the upcoming Reg BI notification requirements.  If you did 
not receive a Reg BI update yesterday please let me know and I will forward you a copy. 
  
On the flip side, we want to make sure no one misses notification because they are not in the system.  Sean just 
completed addressing all the Pending Paperwork bundles that were fully papered under a different bundle ID.  The 
remaining items in NBS (New Business Solutions) with this status appear to be relevant bundles requiring 
paperwork.  For the most part, these should be easily addressed.  
Simply click the bundle number to open the related record 
Review the summary screen for accuracy 
If no changes need to be made, click select and print forms at the top of the screen and it will take you through to the 
forms, same as you get if you were to use the Add accounts feature.     
If changes need to be made, complete the update accounts process first 
If no changes need to be made but bundle reflects as closed, Sean recommends opening a new identical bundle and 
asking rep relations to move the data feed over to the new one. 
 

  
When you obtain signed paperwork 
Return to bundle and select Transmit Paperwork Using Vault option across the top 
Or go to Vault to upload and reference the relevant bundle number 
  
Please note, when reviewing pending paperwork bundles for accuracy, if the client wants to reallocate funds or asks for 
an investment recommendation, it is imperative that you review the financial information to make sure it is up to 
date.  However, in the current climate, if you are just getting new account forms to close out the pending paperwork 
bundle and there is no action being taken on the account, you can use the prepopulated suitability information.  Once all 
the restrictions are lifted and people have a truer understanding of the impact to their financial situation we will address 
updating this information on a broader scale.  But you do not have to reach out to every client at this time to determine 
whether their status needs to be updated to unemployed, etc. 
  
If you have any questions about closing accounts or submitting missing paperwork please let us know. 

 


